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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2017 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification (http://www.
ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-
levelgce-computer-science-h446.pdf ) for full details of 
the assessment for this qualification. These exemplar 
answers should also be read in conjunction with 
the sample assessment materials and the June 2017 
Examiners’

Report to Centres available on the OCR website http://
www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/.

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2018. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-computer-science-h446.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-computer-science-h446.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-computer-science-h446.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/
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Question 1(a)(i)

A programmer needs to sort an array of numeric data using an insertion sort.

(a) (i)  The following, incomplete, algorithm performs an insertion sort.

 Complete the algorithm.

 procedure sortit (dataArray, lastIndex)

  for x = 1 to lastIndex

   currentData = dataArray [..............]

   position = x

   while (position > 0 AND dataArray [ position-1] > currentData)

    dataArray[position] = dataArray[..............]

    position = position - 1

   endwhile

   dataArray[position] =  ................. 

  next x

 endprocedure

 [3]

3 marks
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Examiner commentary
The response appear to have struggled to spot the purpose of 
the while loop as finding the location to enter the currentData.
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Question 1(a)(ii)

Show how an insertion sort would sort the following data:

              [6]

6 marks

6 1 15 12 5 6 9

Examiner commentary
A good answer clearly showing each step of the process.  

Question 1(b)(i)

Using Big-O notation state the best case complexity of insertion sort.       
              [1]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Correct response.
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Question 1(b)(ii)

Explain what your answer to part (b)(i) means.          
              [1]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
The first line is not defining the best case but trying to explain 
what happens in the best case. The last sentence misses the 
point of the best case scenario.
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Question 1(c)

The number of data items in the array is continually increasing.

Insertion sort has a worst case time complexity of O(n2) and space complexity of O(1).

An alternative sorting algorithm that could be used is bubble sort which also has a worst case time 
complexity of O(n2) and space complexity of O(1).

Briefly outline how the bubble sort algorithm works. Discuss the relationship between the complexities 
and the two sorting algorithms and justify which of the two algorithms is best suited to sorting the array. 
              [9]

3 marks
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Examiner commentary
This is a Band 1 answer. The response has described the 
swapping quite well but the reference to an index is vague and 
so there is no clear indication that they understand the bubble 
sort.  “if a swap was not made” does not explain how this could 
be detected.

Explanation for why the insertion sort is best in the average case 
is difficult to follow and essentially wrong.
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Question 2(a)

A programmer is developing an ordering system for a fast food restaurant. When a member of staff inputs 
an order, it is added to a linked list for completion by the chefs.

(a)   Explain why a linked list is being used for the ordering system.      
              [2]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Not very clearly expressed response and ignores the fact that a 
new order can be inserted anywhere in the list not just at the 
end.  Candidates need to think of what aspects of a linked list 
apply to the problem given.
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Question 2(b)(i)

(b)  Each element in a linked list has:

 •  a pointer, nodeNo, which gives the number of that node

 •  the order number, orderNo

 •  a pointer, next, that points to the next node in the list

 Fig. 2.1 shows the current contents of the linked list, orders. 

 O represents a null pointer.  

 (i)  Order 158 has been made, and needs adding to the end of the linked list.

  Add the order, 158, to the linked list as shown in Fig. 2.1. Show the contents of the linked list  
  in the following table.    

                [2]

2 marks

Examiner commentary
A good clear answer.
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Question 2(b)(ii)

(b)  (ii)  Order 159 has been made. This order has a high priority and needs to be the second order in the  
  linked list.

  Add the order, 159, to the original linked list as shown in Fig. 2.1. Show the contents of the linked  
  list in the following table.    

                [3]

3 marks

Examiner commentary
Answer correctly identifies that the data has to be added at the 
end and the pointers updated.
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Question 2(c)(i)

(c)  The linked list is implemented using a 2D array, theOrders:
 •  Row 0 stores orderNo
 •  Row 1 stores next
 The data now stored in theOrders is shown in Fig. 2.2.    

 theOrders[1,0] would return 1
 The following algorithm is written:
  procedure x()

   finished = false

   count = 0

    while NOT(finished)

     if theOrders[1,count] == null then

     finished = true

    else

     output = theOrders[0,count]

     print(output)

     count = theOrders[1,count]

    endif

   endwhile

   output = theOrders[0,count]

   print(output)

  endprocedure

 (i) Outline why nodeNo does not need to be stored in the array.     [1]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
A good answer relating the ‘nodeNo’ to the array index value.
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Question 2(c)(ii)

(c)  (ii)  Complete the trace table for procedure x, for the data shown in Fig. 2.2.

                 
                [3]

0 marks

Examiner commentary
Incorrect / crossed out answer.
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Question 2(c)(iii)

2(c)(iii)  Describe the purpose of procedure x.         
                [2]

2 marks

Examiner commentary
The response correctly identifies the order number as what is 
outputted
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Question 2(c)(iv)

2(c)(iv)   A new order, 190, is to be added to theOrders. It needs to be the third element in  
   the list.

   The current contents of the array are repeated here for reference: 

   Describe how the new order, 190, can be added to the array, so the linked list is read in
   the correct order, without rearranging the array elements.     [4]

4 marks

Examiner commentary
The response clearly shows the steps taken and uses correct 
array notation to indicate which cell is to be acted upon.
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Question 2(d)
 

2(d)  The user needs to be able to search for, and find, a specific order number.

 State an appropriate search algorithm that could be used, and justify your choice against an   
 alternative Search algorithm.

 Appropriate Search Algorithm . . .

 Justification . . .            [3]

2 marks

Examiner commentary
Correctly identified the search type and clearly explained why 
binary cannot be used and that this list is not ordered. 
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Question 2(e)
 

2(e)  The programmer is writing the program using an IDE.

 Identify three features of an IDE that the programmer would use when writing the code and  
 describe how the features benefit the programmer.        
                [6]

6 marks

Examiner commentary
Good answers stating the feature and describing the benefit
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Question 2(f)
 

2(f )  The programmer is considering using concurrent programming.

 Discuss how concurrent programming can be applied to the food ordering system and the benefits  
 and limitations of doing so.           
                       [9] 

4 marks
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Examiner commentary
The response shows a reasonable understanding of concurrency 
but fails to clearly explain them.  The first section shows a lack 
of understanding of linked lists by referring to splitting it up 
into sections and passing them on to different search threads.  
Referring to the context where the size of the data set is likely to 
be limited would be helpful here. Explaining what “pipelining” 
was rather than just dropping the name as what is required.
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Question 3(a)(i)
 

3 An encryption routine reads a line of text from a file, reverses the order of the characters in the string  
 and subtracts 10 from the ASCII value of each letter, then saves the new string into the same file.

 The program is split into sub-procedures. Three sub-procedures are described as follows:
 •  Read string from file
 •  Push each character of the string onto a stack
 •  Read and encrypt each character message
(a)  (i)  Identify one further sub-procedure that could be used in the program.             [1] 

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This response complicates the question which asks for one 
further sub-procedure but starts off describing a procedure 
already given before going on to “save into the file” which is all 
that was required
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Examiner commentary
First example gets 1 mark but “people doing each thing” is far too 
vague.

Question 3(a)(ii)
 

3(a)(ii)  Describe two advantages of splitting the problem into sub-procedures.          [4] 

2 marks
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Question 3(b)
 

3(b)  A function, readMessage:

  •  takes the file name as a parameter

  •  reads and returns the line of text

 Complete the pseudocode algorithm for readMessage:

  function …………………………………………………………(fileName)

   messageFile = openRead(…………………………………………………………)

   message = messageFile.readLine()

   messageFile. …………………………………………………………

   return …………………………………………………………

  endfunction                   [4] 

3 marks

Examiner commentary
“closeRead()” is not accepted as there is no need to differentiate 
closing in terms of whether the file was opened for reading or 
writing.
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Question 3(c)
 

3(c)  A function, push, can be used to add a character to a stack. For example:

 theStack.push(“H”)

 places the character H onto the stack, theStack.

 A procedure, pushToStack, takes a string as a parameter and pushes each character of the   
 message onto the stack, messageStack.

 Complete the procedure below.

 Add comments to explain how your code works.

 procedure pushToStack(message)               [5] 

5 marks

Examiner commentary
Generally, arrays should be assumed to be zero based unless 
otherwise stated in the question.  Leniency on this was used 
for the marking of this question. Always make sure to use the 
correct case for identifiers that are given in the question.
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Question 3(d)
 

3(d)  Describe the steps that the program would have to take in order to encrypt the characters  
 stored in the stack, and save them in a single variable.             [5] 

5 marks

Examiner commentary
It is better to order answers logically. The “pop the character” 
should be the first item not the fourth as this then makes the 
answer clear.  As it is written it implies that the characters are 
acted on without being removed.
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Question 4(a)
 

4 A data structure is shown below in Fig. 4.1.     

 (a)  Identify the data structure shown in Fig. 4.1.                     [1] 
 

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Only 2 possible answers here “Tree” or “graph” but you should 
only give one answer.  Giving 2 answers is OK if they are both 
right but if one is wrong the examiner cannot make the decision 
for you as to which one you meant and you will lose the mark 
e.g. a response of “graph or binary tree” would lose the mark as it 
is not a binary tree.
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Question 4(b)(i)
 

4(b)  The programmer is considering using a depth-first (post-order) traversal, or a breadth-first traversal  
 to find the path between node A and node X.  

 (i)  Explain the difference between a depth-first (post-order) and breadth-first traversal.                 [4]

2 marks

Examiner commentary
In describing tree traversal, you need to explicitly state where to 
start (at the root or node A) “traverses the graph” says nothing of 
value as the question is asking you to describe how to traverse 
the tree depth-first. For breadth-first “goes into sub-levels” is not 
enough as it has to refer to each node as the start.
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Question 4(b)(ii)
 

4(b)(ii) Show how a depth-first (post-order) traversal would find the path between node A and node X  
  for the structure shown in Fig. 4.1.                        [6]

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This response has not shown when a node is passed through 
from when a node “is visited”
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Question 4(b)(iii)
 

4(b)(iii) Explain how you used backtracking in your answer to part (b)(ii).                    
                [3]

0 marks

Examiner commentary
Good use of the technical term “leaf” but marks not awarded. 
Starts to get a bit confused “parent’s parent”. Use of examples 
would have made it simpler.
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Question 5(a)
 

5(a) A recursive function, calculate, is shown below:                

 01 function calculate(num1, num2)

 02 if num1 == num2 then

 03 return num1

 04 elseif num1 < num2 then

 05 return calculate(num1, (num2-num1))

 06 else

 07 return calculate(num2, (num1-num2))

 08 endif

 09 endfunction

(a) Identify the lines where recursion is used.        [1]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
A clear response.
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Question 5(b)
 

5(b) Trace the algorithm, showing the steps and result when the following line is run:                

 print(calculate(4,10))

                 [5]

5 marks

Examiner commentary
A good clear response spotting that there needs to be a final 
print output of 2.  It is important in recursion questions to ensure 
that you identify the level of each iteration so that the recursion 
can be “unwound” at the end.
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Question 5(c)
 

5(c) Re-write the function so it uses iteration instead of recursion.                     
                [4]

4 marks

Examiner commentary
A good clear response, correctly indented and easy to follow.
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Question 6(a)
  

3 marks

Examiner commentary
A straightforward question that simply required the candidates 
to read the question carefully. 

6 A software developer is creating a Virtual Pet game.

 The user can choose the type of animal they would like as their pet, give it a name and then they are  
 responsible for caring for that animal. The user will need to feed, play with, and educate their pet.

 The aim is to keep the animal alive and happy, for example if the animal is not fed over a set period  
 of time then the pet will die.

 •  The game tells the user how hungry or bored the animal is as a percentage (%) and the animal’s  
  intelligence is ranked as a number between 0 and 150 (inclusive).

 • Hunger and boredom increase by 1% with every tick of a timer.

 • When the feed option is selected, hunger is reduced to 0.

 • When the play option is selected, bored is reduced to 0.

 • When the read option is selected, the intelligence is increased by 0.6% of its current value.

 An example of the game is shown:        

 What type of pet would you like? Fox or Elephant?

 Fox

 What would you like to name your Fox?

 Joanne

 Joanne’s stats are

 Hunger: 56%

 Bored: 85%

 Intelligence: 20

 What would you like to do with your pet? Play, Read or Feed?           

Fig. 1.1

 (a)  Identify three inputs that the user will have to enter to start, and/or play the game.   
                [3]
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Question 6(b)(i)
  

2 marks

Examiner commentary
A well understood concept and well described and concise in 
the response.

6(b)(i) The developer is using decomposition to design the game.

  (i) Describe the process of decomposition.         
                [2]
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Question 6(b)(ii)
  

4 marks

Examiner commentary
The main loss of marks in this question is due to candidates not 
recognising the changes in intelligence, hunger and boredom.

6(b)(ii) The developer has produced the following structure diagram for the game:    
 

  Complete the structure diagram for the Virtual Pet game by filling in the empty boxes.

                [6]
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Question 6(c)(i)
  

6(c) The developer needs to write procedures for the options play and read. Each of the options changes  
 its corresponding value, and outputs the results to the screen.

 (i)  Write a procedure, using pseudocode, to reset bored and output the new value in an   
  appropriate message.          [3]

3 marks

Examiner commentary
Correctly named the procedure Play (case not relevant here). 
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Question 6(c)(ii)
  

6(c)(ii) Write a procedure, using pseudocode, to increase intelligence by 0.6% and output the new  
  intelligence in an appropriate message.         
                               [3]

3 marks

Examiner commentary
A good answer showing an understanding that an increase of 
0.6% requires multiplication by 1.006 and not 1.06, the most 
common mistake given.  It is good to see a student recognising 
that “intelligence” is not a string and so converting it to a string 
type. 
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Question 6(d)(i)
  

6(d) The developer is extending the game to allow users to have multiple pets of different types. The  
 developer has written a class, Pet.

 The attributes and methods in the class are described in the table:      
    

 Part of the class declaration is given:

  class Pet

   private petName

   private bored

   private hunger

   private intelligence

   private type

  …

  …

 (i)  After a user enters the pet name, and chooses a type, the constructor method of Pet is called  
  to create a new instance. The method needs to set petName, as well as hunger, bored and  
  intelligence to starting values of 0.

  Write, using pseudocode, the constructor method for this class.      
                [4]
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2 marks

Examiner commentary
Constructor names can be either “new” or the name of the class. 
In Python __init__() is often used but this question requires 
pseudocode and not specific language conventions.  

Question 6(d)(ii)
  

6(d)(ii) Write a line of code that creates a new instance of Pet for a Tiger called “Springy”.  [2]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This was poorly answered and indicates that many students do 
not get enough practical experience of using OOP techniques.
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Question 6(d)(iii)
  

6(d)(iii) The method outputGreeting for the superclass is written as follows:

  public procedure outputGreeting()

   print(“Hello, I’m “ + petName + “, I’m a “ + type)

  endprocedure

  A class is needed for Tiger. The class needs to:

  •  inherit the methods and attributes from pet

  •  in the constructor, set type to Tiger, intelligence to 10, hunger to 50 and bored to 10

  •  extend the method outputGreeting, by outputting an additional line that says “I like to  
   eat meat and roar”

  Write, using pseudocode, the class Tiger.       [5]

4 marks

Examiner commentary
Good clear well indented code.  Identified that the “self.type” is a 
string and correctly put quotation marks around “Tiger”.  Misses 
out that the line “I like to eat meat and roar” should be output in 
addition to the super class output statement.
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Question 6(e)
  

6(e) The developer made use of abstraction when creating the Virtual Pet game.

 Discuss the need for and purpose of abstraction and how abstraction will be used in the    
 development of the game.          [9]

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This is well written but only covers limited aspects of abstraction. 
There is no mention of reducing the computing resources 
needed or reducing programming time other than to say 
“making it easier”.  
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Question 6(f)(i)
  

6(f ) The developer is storing the user’s pets in a 1-dimensional array. At each timer interval, the array is  
 searched, using a linear search, to check if any pets’ hunger or bored values are greater than 90%. If  
 they are, an alert is displayed to the user.

 (i)  State the complexity of searching the pets in Big-O notation.      
                [1]

1 mark

Examiner commentary
A good response.  

Question 6(f)(ii)
  

6(f )(ii) A given computer takes 4 milliseconds (ms) to search an array of 20 pets. Calculate an estimate of  
  how long the computer will take to search an array of 100 pets.

  Show your working.           [2]

2 marks

Examiner commentary
Good clear answer showing their working as the question asked.
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